THE ABSOLUTE JOY OF WORK
From Vermont to Broadway, Hollywood, and Danzig Near ‘Round the World
by Carleton Carpenter
To buy a copy to be signed, write to Mr. Carpenter at Box 844, Warwick NY 10990, enclose check for $25.00, Carleton will sign and send book to your address.
9788139358322 • Paper, $24.95
300 pages • Biography

THE DEATH OF SHAKESPEARE – PART ONE
As It Was Accomplished in 1616
by Jon Benson
The Death of Shakespeare – Part One, shows how the Seventeenth Earl of Oxford partnered with William Shakespeare to write the plays we love so much.
9788092559307 • Paper, $24.95
573 pages • Historical Fiction

NUMBER TIME ARCHETYPE
The Significance of Magic Squares in China and the West
by Robert Dickter
This is our story, where philosophy, science, and mysticism intersect. This book will provide the intellectual stimulation that will send tingles up and down your spine.
9780962264389 • Hardcover, $36.50
Library control number 2017902476

BELLE GROVE
Carice Series Volume 2
by Katherine Winfield
“Belle Grove is a feel good mystery with just the right amounts of drama, thrill, and heart... Winfield is deft at keeping suspense simmering on the back burner...” - Foreword Reviews/Clarin Reviews
97815344695214 • Paper, $16.99
E-book, $8.99
438 pages • Fiction/Mystery/Suspense
www.katherinewinfield.com Available at select bookstores and online at Amazon and Barnes and Noble.

MYTH OF ENGLAND
Debunking the Brexit Bible
by Tony Milne
The British people have decided to opt out of Europe, based on a myth. England’s glorious history is torn apart to show the Brexit Bi... well as thoughtful.” - Kirkus Reviews
9781525500943 • Hardcover, $27.99
9781525500950 • Paper, $20.99
9781525595427 • E-book, $4.99
Author’s website: www.tonymilne.net.

LIFE AT SEA
From Convicted to Cruise Ships by Monique Layton
An anthropologist’s look at the history of seafaring. “A delight to read... Well-researched and refreshingly quirky as well as thoughtful.” - Kirkus Reviews “Beautifully descriptive prose... Informative and riveting.” - Foreword/Clarion Reviews
9781525500925 • Hardcover, $27.99
9781525500932 • Paper, $20.99
9781525595434 • E-book, $4.99

SEARCHING FOR GATSBY
A Ronnie Lake Murder Mystery
by Niki Danforth
A newbie private eye looks for a murderer—and romance—among the upper crust, and one missing book holds the key to it all. “New series installment about detective Ronnie Lake, the born-to-money but down-in-earth protagonist... plenty of intrigue and a whirl of scandal...” - Kirkus Reviews
9781984600801 • Paperback, $13.99
320 pages • Mystery

BARBERRY HILL
by Carol Ostley-Mitchell
When Rashid is killed in a gang-style execution, he’s labeled a gangbanger. Jadon must clear his brother’s name even with a murderer at his heels.
9788099789020 • Paper, $9.99
E-book, $4.99
188 pages • Young Adult Fiction
A debut collection of twenty short stories...tense is taut and never lets up... — Seattle Book Review... Available at Amazon.

A debut collection of twenty short stories guaranteed to entertain you, surprise you, and make you question the values in your own life... — Publishers Weekly... Available on amazon.com.

"Rademaker’s memoir is an honest portrayal of the confusion of discarnment and the comfort of ailing and trusting in God.” — Publishers Weekly... Available at online Amazon.com...

"Night’s blend of magic, danger, and suspense (and a touch of steampunk) is a successful blend of mature themes and a coming of age story that can surprise and delight until the very end...” — Kirkus Reviews... Available on Amazon.

"The story of how the Limited Editions Club endured for 80 years of ups and downs...” — Available at www.oakknoll.com, on Amazon, and through Baker & Taylor.

"A collects of twenty short stories... —...Available at Amazon..." — Also available on Amazon and Barnes and Noble...
A TANGLED TREE
My Father’s Path to Immortality
by Aiyanna Sezak-Blatt
“A searing, heroic trip through a family’s cellular memory; stunning, illuminating Holocaust biography; transcends by the sheer power of its prose.”
- Forward Reviews
9780996639422 • Paper, $18.00
408 pages • Memoir/Biography/Jewish History
Available through:
www.logosophabooks.com
www.Haanamarelakdian.com,
www.amazon.com and Barnes and Noble.

THE NAKED & THE NUDE
A Nonfiction Novel
by Peter Najarian
“Peter Najarian writes in the American tradition that includes Thomas Wolfe, William Saroyan, and Jack Kerouac, which works between lyrical autobiography and the novel to tell his story and the story of his generation… In his case the story has as its ground Armenia and the genocide and an immigrant life in America… It is a haunting story, and his intensely vivid paintings are reason enough to have the book on your shelf.” — Robert Hass
9781587903953 • Paperback, $25.00
9781587903960 • E-book, $9.99
452 pages
Available on www.amazon.com

INVENTION
Think Different, Break Free from the Culture Hell Bent on Holding You Back by Justin Camp
Our enemy spins lies that convince us into distraction. Invention will expose the lies that obscure God’s intent, and help reveal His design for your life.
9781945449078 • Paper, $15.99
286 pages • Religion
See the author’s website at www.jesusfractal.com.

MARCHING THROUGH HISTORY WITH CESAR CHAVEZ AND THE FARM WORKERS
A Photo Documentary – Former UFW Staff Photographer
by Cathy Murphy
A moving photo documentary shows child labor, conditions in the fields and labor camps. It includes behind the scenes images of organizers, The Thousand Mile March, and personal photos of Chavez at home with his family.
9781539391036 • Paper, $20.00
86 pages • American History
Also available on www.amazon.com.

CHANGSEEKERS
Finding Your Path to Impact by Joanne Sonenshine
Walking us through her complicated journey towards personal and professional fulfillment, Joanne Sonenshine illustrates how embracing change can lead to creating more meaningful impact.
9781934549928 • Paper, $16.99
368 pages • Business
See the author’s website at www.connectiveimpact.com.
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TOWER 18
by Tony Bathey
After a swimmer disappears, a controversial lifeguard’s body is found at the bottom of the ocean. Was it a failed rescue, or a politically-motivated murder?
9781945449078 • Paper, $16.99
480 pages • Fiction
See the author’s website at www.tonybathey.com.
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BY OTHER MEANS
by Joel Sacks
The compelling sequel to City of Cards. “By Other Means imparts a dynamic tale in which no one can be trusted and nothing is ever what it seems. Dry humor and wit energize the story in an engaging and compelling way.” — Forward Clarion Reviews
9781460296455 • Paper, $14.99
9781460296462 • E-book, $2.99
327 pages • Thriller

A PINEAPPLE A TANGLED TREE
by Joel Sacks
“Joe Taylor’s Pineapple is Chaucer for the Atomic Age; wry, barbed, howlingly funny cultural/political commentary on the state of our state…” — Kat Meads, author of For You, Madam Louis
9781944697273 • Paper, $22.00
350 pages • Fiction/Poetry

CHANGSEEKERS
Finding Your Path to Impact by Joanne Sonenshine
Walking us through her complicated journey towards personal and professional fulfillment, Joanne Sonenshine illustrates how embracing change can lead to creating more meaningful impact.
9781934549928 • Paper, $16.99
368 pages • Business
See the author’s website at www.connectiveimpact.com.
EMPEROR SHAKA THE ZULU EPIC
by Mazizi Kunene
Reprinted on the tenth anniversary of Mazizi Kunene’s death, this epic poem reimagines Emperor Shaka as a unifying force that defined the cohesive Zulu nation.
9781869143512 • Paper, $24.95
486 pages • Poetry, African Studies

THE COLLECTED POEMS OF FAY ZWICKY
by Fay Zwicky, edited by Tim Dolin and Lucy Dougan
The Collected Poems of Fay Zwicky demonstrates an erudite and passionate crafter of language, and places Fay Zwicky at the summit of Australian poetry.
9781742589329 • Paper, $29.95
400 pages • Poetry

Clever Cybrèlè
The Story of an Apricot
by Carrie Glenn
A beautiful fallen apricot puts some curious, adoring snails under a spell. “A gorgeous, mysterious, and enchanting introduction to the circle of life.” - Kirkus Reviews
9780974258213 • Cloth, $20.00
26 pages • Children’s fiction

Heav’nly Tidings from The Afric Muse
The Grace and Genius of Phyllis Wheatley
by Richard Kigel
With a foreword in verse by Nikki Giovanni, the book deftly blends poetry, biography, and criticism to argue for Wheatley’s pre-eminence in the American literary pantheon. A comprehensive and moving portrait of a resurrected American icon.” - Kirkus Reviews
97815757789280 • Paper, $27.95
592 pages • Biography, Poetry, African-American History
Available on Amazon.com and bookstores nationwide.
Distributed by Atlas/Bookmasters.

A M A S T E R S P E A K S
by The Master – through Benjamin Creme
Volume Two
Volume Two of A Master Speaks picks up where the last volume ends, with the 120 articles dictated to Benjamin Creme by his Master and published in Share International magazine from 2004 through 2016. From “The Forward Path” and “Earth Transformed” to “The Cities of Tomorrow”, the subject matter is diverse and wide-ranging, an inspiring picture of our life ahead.
9789491732119 • Paper, $16.00
256 pages
Available on amazon.com

Mindful Emotion
A Short Course in Kindness
by Dr Paramabhandu Groves and Dr Jed Shamel
Groves and Shamel have drawn on their clinical experience and Buddhism to develop a practical, eight-week course in cultivating kindness, complementing and augmenting other mindfulness-based approaches. “Accessible and practical, this book will be of great benefit to many.” - Professor Paul Gilbert
9781899931702 • Paper, $18.95
248 pages • Self Help
Author’s website: https://kindnessbehaviourtraining.com/
Available on Amazon.com.
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